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ENGINEERING THE ONEBLADE© RAZOR 

Spending multiple years and millions of dollars in research and development, OneBlade’s team of 

engineers and designers tested thousands of iterations of razor prototypes in pursuit of a system 

that could shave with the closeness and efficiency of a straight razor but maintain a mild, gentle 

finish and require an overall minimal learning curve. Ultimately, OneBlade successfully developed 

this innovative and patent-pending shaving system, which centers around the marriage of three 

(3) principle elements:   

 

1. OPTIMAL HEAD DESIGN 

OneBlade conducted hundreds of separate tests to reveal that BLADE ANGLE, BLADE 

GAP, and BLADE EXPOSURE could be fixed positionally to cut hair effectively for the 

typical user without delivering an aggressive shaving experience (offering a very minimal 

susceptibility to cuts and nicks). This geometry entails a fixed slanted blade angle of 31.1 

degrees, a fixed blade exposure of 0.15 millimeters, and a fixed blade gap of 0.65 

millimeters. By also incorporating very prominent “REFERENECE SURFACES” on the 

front of the razor — flat surfaces above and below where the blade protrudes — 

OneBlade enables the user to easily engage and maintain this optimal shaving form at all 

times. Lastly, OneBlade found that by enabling a tiny amount of motion allowance 

between the blade and its interaction with the razor head parts (a patent-pending 

innovation referred to as the “ACTIVE FLOATING BLADE APPROACH SYSTEM”), the 

razor offers even more forgiveness without any sacrifice to closeness.  

 

2. OPTIMAL PIVOT 

While many so called “innovations” with today’s cartridge razors have no discernible 

impact on overall shaving performance, OneBlade’s team found that incorporating a 

PIVOTING HEAD did in fact positively affect the shaving experience. Specifically, a 

pivoting head allows a user to more easily control the amount of pressure being applied 

to the shaving surface; it also helps the user maintain the ideal shaving angle regardless 

of active hand positioning. However, not just any pivot is ideal… and if implemented 

incorrectly, it can actually hinder the overall shaving experience. It took OneBlade’s team 

hundreds of tests to discover the optimal balance of PIVOT POINT and SPRING FORCE 

required for maximum shave efficiency.  
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3. OPTIMAL BLADES 

OneBlade’s team tested blades of various materials… from steel (stainless and high 

carbon alloys), to ceramic, tungsten carbide, and amorphous metals… along with various 

forms of blade coatings… from Teflon, ceramic, platinum and boron carbides... in pursuit 

of a blade solution that would allow for an ultra-close and comfortable shave experience 

when coupled with the optimal head design and pivot. Through months of testing blades 

alone, OneBlade found that blade THICKNESS, MATERIAL, EDGE FINISHING, and 

COATING all had a very significant impact on shave performance…. And that a little-

known razor blade model was already available on the market that was optimal in each 

category — the FHS-10 SINGLE EDGE BLADE, made by Feather of Japan. The FHS-10 

blade features a 0.23 millimeter thickness, making it nearly twice as thick as the average 

double edge razor blade — OneBlade found this to positively impact shave performance 

as a function of durability, reliability, and comfort. The FHS-10 model is also built using 

Japanese stainless steel, which OneBlade found to be superior in this application to 

stainless steel produced in other countries, notably that from Sweden and Germany. 

These blades undergo Feather’s proprietary edge finishing process which leaves them 

exceptionally sharp AND perfectly smooth. Lastly, the blades get coated in platinum, 

ensuring an even smoother finish with added durability.  

 

Outside of the above elements, which have the greatest impact on overall shaving performance, 

the OneBlade© Razor boasts other meticulously constructed features which make it an even more 

enjoyable and user-friendly shaving experience, including:  

 

ü INTUITIVE QUICK-LOAD BLADE SYSTEM — Blades snap into place with an audible click 

through the rear of the OneBlade© Razor head — no unscrewing, twisting, or separating 

of parts is necessary, making blade handling a safer and more convenient process 

compared to other traditional safety razors.  

 

ü RINSE-FRIENDLY OPEN FRAMEWORK — The OneBlade© Razor maintains an open 

framework in the head parts, notably an almost entirely exposed bottom surface, to make 

the razor extremely rinse-friendly.  
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ü PERFECTLY BALANCED WEIGHT — Ergonomics was carefully considered throughout 

every stage of design with the OneBlade© Razor. By utilizing solid stainless steel 

materials, the razor is properly balanced weight which will help to control the pressure 

of the shave for the user, producing a smooth shave without the risk of excessive force. 

The razor’s handle was designed in a way so that this weight would be evenly balanced, 

making the shave experience even more precise and comfortable.  

 

ü BEVELED HANDLE — Gripping a OneBlade© Razor is made easy through our innovative 

beveled handle design approach while the front and back surface of the razor handle 

maintain a smooth finish for an enhanced aesthetic. 

 

ü DISPLAY STAND — Every OneBlade© Razor comes with a beautifully constructed display 

stand to make showcasing and storing the razor a pleasurable experience. 

 

In summary, never before has a razor been this meticulously engineered in both form and 

function to provide a truly world-class shave experience with virtually no learning curve. 

 

 

KEY BENEFITS OF USING A ONEBLADE© RAZOR 

While the extent of the benefits of using a OneBlade© Razor will vary based on a user’s previous 

shaving background (e.g. has only ever shaved with a cartridge razor), each point listed below 

should still apply:  

 

• Enjoy clearer skin by significantly reducing skin irritation, razor bumps, and razor burn 

caused by cheap blades, cartridge razors, and/or overly aggressive safety razors. 

 

• Master an ultra-close yet comfortable shave almost immediately. Aggressive safety 

razors and straight razors typically require months, if not years, to perfect, during which 

time a user is exceptionally prone to cuts/nicks. With OneBlade, however, most users 

can perfect technique with the razor in less than 5 shaves with a significantly reduced 

chance of cuts/nicks. 

 

• Save time on your shave compared to other safety and straight razors. With OneBlade’s 

optimal head design, pivot, and quick-load blade system, you should be able to reduce 
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shave time by several minutes.  

 

• Save money on quality blades compared to over-priced cartridges. Feather FHS-10 blades 

can be purchased for as low as $6.66 per 10-pack from OneBlade. With most customers 

reporting to get 2-3 comfortable shaves per blade, a 10-pack should last you a complete 

month — meaning you’ll pay less for blade replenishment for the world’s best single edge 

blades than with the majority of over-priced cartridge packs.  

 

 

ONEBLADE© RAZOR AVAILABLE IN TWO SIGNATURE MODELS 

 

ONEBLADE© GENESIS: 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

ONEBLADE© CORE: 
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ONEBLADE© RAZOR MODEL COMPARISON 

 

 ONEBLADE GENESIS ONEBLADE CORE 

Year Launched 2015 2017 

 Manufacturing Origin China USA 

Active Sell Price $399.00+ $49.50 

Active Model 2.0 1.0 

Razor Color Silver, Gunmetal, Black Black 

   

Compatible Razor Blades  Feather FHS-10 SE Blades Feather FHS-10 SE Blades 

   

Fixed Blade Angle 31.3 degrees 31.3 degrees 

Fixed Blade Gap 0.65 millimeters 0.65 millimeters 

Fixed Blade Exposure 0.15 millimeters 0.15 millimeters 

Reference Surfaces ✓ ✓ 

Pivoting Head ✓ ✓ 

Active Floating Blade Approach System ✓ ✓ 

Quick Load Blade System ✓	 ✓	

Dual Front Bumper Guards ✓ ✓ 

   

Key Manufacturing Process  Metal Injection Molding Plastic Injection Molding 

Head Part Material PANACEA (Solid Stainless Steel) Tritan™ (Plastic) 

Handle Part Material 316L (Solid Stainless Steel)	 Tritan™ (Plastic)	

Screw & Pin Material (controlling Pivot) PTFE-coated Stainless Steel	 PTFE-coated Stainless Steel 

Handle Core Hollow / Empty	 304 (Solid Stainless Steel) 

Handle Grip Style Beveled Edges	 Beveled Edges 

Logo Treatment Laser-etched Pad-printed 

Physical Vapor Deposition “PVD” Coating ✓	 X 

Anti-Finger Printing Resin Coating ✓	 X 

Hand-Assembled ✓	 X	

Hand-Polished & Hand-Brushed ✓	 X	

   
Razor Dimensions (Head + Handle) 113.3mm L x 45mm W x 19.4 D 114.3mm L x 45mm W x 19.4 D 
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Handle Length 100mm 101mm 
Razor Weight 88gm / 3.10oz 68gm / 2.40oz 

   
Display Stand Included ✓ ✓ 
Display Stand Material 316L (Solid Stainless Steel) 1.5mm Anodized Aluminum 

Display Stand Color Silver Black 

Display Orientation Horizontal Horizontal 

 Razor Display Stand Weight 203gm / 7.16oz TBD 

 	  

Individually Serial Numbered ✓ X 

Warranty Policy Lifetime 1-Year 

Packaging Genuine Leather Case Chipboard Box 

Ships From Austin, TX Austin, TX 

 


